V10 KIT
PEAK POWER

4500 W

MAX SPL OUTPUT

141 dB*

OVERVIEW

V10 KIT
ORDER CODE: Y V10-KIT1
Included:
1 x SUB 118-SP23
2 x VEGAS 10
2 x SpeakOn cables (A SPK2X2.5-10)
1 x Powercon True1 (IP65)

Outline’s V10 kit comprises three loudspeakers which form
a portable sound system that produces enough power and
coverage to satisfy a very wide range of applications in
music and performance, a ready-to-use setup that allows
you to focus on your performance.
Manufactured using the same premium components,
materials and finishes as our flagship touring systems, the
two Vegas mid-high cabinets and the matching SUB 118SP23 subwoofer produce powerful, full-range audio down
to 35Hz.

1 x Wheelboard-01
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

›
›

Stands
Weather Protection Covers

The SUB 118-SP23 subwoofer is fitted with our own design,
high-power, Class D amplification which is optimised for
the V10 Kit, powering both mid-high speakers and the
subwoofer. This concept also minimises cabling and allows
for the simplest and quickest setup, literally taking only
minutes to prepare for use.
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Less plug, more play

*Max overall equivalent SPL @ 1 m

V10 KIT

FEATURES
Peak power handling of 4.5kW (4,500 watts) delivering
crystal-clear audio to a maximum SPL of 141 dB*

All enclosures made of top-grade birch ply, not
sonically inferior and less robust plastic

System design using integrated power amplifiers
makes it not only quick and easy to use but also very
cost-effective, especially when its cost is compared to
the audio performance

Voiced just like all our products so that V10 kits can
easily be combined or integrated with other Outline
products and systems if required

The V10 Kit includes a full range of accessories
including two Neutrik Speakon speaker cables, a
Neutrik Powercon power cable and a wheel board for
the subwoofer for ease of transport. Weatherproof
covers and stands are available as optional extras

100% designed and manufactured in Italy, like all
Outline products!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
35 Hz - 20 kHz

Peak power

4500 W

Max SPL Output

141 dB*

H x W x D - Weight | Vegas 10
H x W x D - Weight | SUB 118-SP23

590 mm x 350 mm x 334 mm - 15.5 kg
570 mm x 570 mm x 750 mm - 47 kg

Component LF/HF | Vegas 10

LF: 1 x 10" woofer / HF: 1 x 1.75" diaphragm compression driver

Component | SUB 118-SP23

1 x 18" woofer
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